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Integration of high resolution records for understanding the processes behind a disintegrating 1 

permafrost rock face, Mattertal, Switzerland.  2 

 3 

Abstract: Rockfall sites often represent a challenging study object due to a complex interaction 4 

between site-specific conditions such as geology, topography and meteorology on the one hand and 5 

their inaccessibility on the other hand. Therefore, the combination of several close-range remote 6 

sensing techniques were used to offer a detailed account of 339 rock- and cliff fall events (< 10 – 31 7 

300 m3 ) observed in a timespan of four years (2017-2020) at a south facing rock face at Grosse Grabe 8 

in Mattertal (Western Swiss Alps), depositing more than 200 000 m3 of debris. Large cliff falls (104-106 9 

m3) were preluded by an outward movement that started to increase 1.5 years before any significant 10 

collapse of the rock face and reaching locally up to 30 cm. This progressive displacement of the rock 11 

face was more pronounced in summer, indicating thermal induced failure mechanism were at play at 12 

fracture level. In addition, ice cementation in the clefts could have played a stabilising role in the 13 

winter. The largest cliff fall events occurred in summer and systematically exposed ice in the clefts. 14 

This is assumed to be the base of the permafrost from the north side, because the collapsing south 15 

face is unsuitable for permafrost to occur. The presented dataset is unique because data collection 16 

started before the onset of the rock wall destabilisation and collapse, allowing to get insight into the 17 

processes at play prior to large rock- and cliff fall. Highly fractured south-exposed gneiss lithology is 18 

viewed as the main precondition for the observed rockfall events, allowing high temperature 19 

oscillations to cause irreversible movements at fracture level.  Rapid permafrost degradation is viewed 20 

as a triggering factor after its exposure, causing progressive failure of the rock wall leading to very high 21 

rock wall erosion rates on a decadal timescale.  22 

 23 
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1. Introduction 26 

Rockfall, i.e. the downward free or bounding movement of rock detachments from steep 27 

rock walls, is a common geomorphic phenomenon in steep relief (Luckman, 2013) and an 28 

important rockwall erosion agent (Krautblatter and Moore, 2014). Rockfall usually describes 29 

detachments of a magnitude up to 104 m3 (Dussauge, Grasso and Helmstetter, 2003), ranging 30 

from boulder falls (101-102 m3), debris falls (< 103 m3) and block falls (102-104 m3) (Krautblatter, 31 

Funk and Günzel, 2013). Larger magnitude events are defined as cliff falls (104-106 m3), rockslides 32 

and rock avalanches (>106 m3) (Krautblatter, Funk and Günzel, 2013). Geological structures and 33 
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related fracture geometry and density are important predisposition factors for rock wall 34 

instability leading to rockfall (Gunzburger, Merrien-Soukatchoff and Guglielmi, 2005; Hasler, 35 

Gruber and Beutel, 2012; Beniston et al., 2018). Temperature oscillations, both on daily, seasonal 36 

and annual timescales, can serve as a potential preparatory factor. The expansion and contraction 37 

of rock can cause thermal stress fatigue and small irreversible displacements of rock fractures  38 

(Gunzburger, Merrien-Soukatchoff and Guglielmi, 2005; Collins and Stock, 2016; Weber et al., 39 

2017; Bakun-Mazor et al., 2020). When seasonal or permanent ice is present in the rock wall, 40 

temperature cycles drive cryogenic processes such as ice segregation and volumetric expansion 41 

(Matsuoka, 2008), leading to rockwall erosion by frost weathering (Krautblatter and Dikau, 2007; 42 

Draebing and Krautblatter, 2019). Rockfall is therefore particularly common in the high mountain 43 

environment experiencing seasonal frost or permafrost (Fischer et al., 2012; Ravanel, Magnin and 44 

Deline, 2017). In periglacial areas, rockfall events mostly occur in the warm half of the year (Sass, 45 

2005c), triggered for example by rainfall (Helmstetter and Garambois, 2010; Dietze, Turowski, et 46 

al., 2017), diurnal temperature changes (Dietze, Turowski, et al., 2017) and freeze-thaw 47 

transitions (Luckman, 2013; Dietze, Turowski, et al., 2017). Because of this, rockfall activity is 48 

often higher during spring and autumn (Gardner, 1983; Luckman, 2013; Dietze, Turowski, et al., 49 

2017). North-facing rockwalls also experience more frost action due their high moisture levels 50 

and lower average temperatures, leading to enhanced rockfall activity (Gardner, 1983; Sass, 51 

2005b). This highlights that climatic factors are crucial for rock wall stability as well, since they 52 

control weathering processes (Sass, 2005a; Draebing and Krautblatter, 2019) and affect bedrock 53 

permafrost, the latter possibly subjected to fast change (Gruber and Haeberli, 2007). In this 54 

context, climate change can modify the rockfall susceptibility and the related hazard risk 55 

(Haeberli and Beniston, 1998). Warming permafrost and increasing seasonal thaw depth can alter 56 

the stability of steep rock faces (Noetzli et al., 2007; Fischer et al., 2012; Draebing, Krautblatter 57 

and Dikau, 2014) by the failure of ice-filled rock fractures due the lowering of shear resistance 58 

with increasing temperature (Davies, Hamza and Harris, 2001). Areas characterized by warm 59 

permafrost (between -2°C and 0°C) will first be affected by this process. For mountains flanked 60 

by densely populated areas, like the European Alps, rockfall is particularly hazardous, affecting 61 

communities, infrastructures and economies at lower elevations (Gruber and Haeberli, 2007; 62 

Walter et al., 2019).  63 

In the last three decades, an increase rockfall events (< 104 m3) have been observed in 64 

permafrost areas in many places of the European Alps, often related to summer heatwaves that 65 

cause excessive permafrost thawing from the surface, deepening the active layer (Gruber, 2004; 66 

Fischer et al., 2011; Stoffel and Huggel, 2012; Ravanel, Magnin and Deline, 2017). An increase in 67 

larger rockfall or cliff fall events (104-106 m3) has been observed as well (Fischer et al., 2012), 68 
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caused by failure at greater depth as the consequence of a gradual permafrost degradation, 69 

rather than active layer thaw (Gruber and Haeberli, 2007; Allen and Huggel, 2013). Very large 70 

rock slope failures, often referred to as rockslides or rock avalanches (> 106 m3), can occur at any 71 

time of the year (Phillips et al., 2017) and are not necessarily linked to areas where warm 72 

permafrost occurs (Hasler et al., 2011). In these cases, the rockfall occurrence is primarily 73 

controlled by the lithological settings of the site (Fischer et al., 2012) and by the slow change in 74 

fracture toughness of rock bridges due to warming (Krautblatter, Funk and Günzel, 2013). 75 

Unprecedented large scale cliff falls, rockslides and rock avalanches may substantially affect the 76 

alpine sediment cascade, providing fragmented rock debris on talus slopes,  glaciers, rock glaciers 77 

and in high alpine torrents. Such unconsolidated sediments may for instance be remobilized by 78 

rainfall-triggered debris flows and cause infrastructural damage to downstream communities 79 

long after the initial rockfall event (Baer et al., 2017). 80 

 81 

To increase the understanding of rock wall instability and its development, important for 82 

predicting process dynamics and mitigating hazards (McColl and Draebing, 2019), related rockfall 83 

frequencies and magnitudes need to be monitored (Fischer et al., 2012). Terrestrial laser scanning 84 

(TLS) and Uncrewed Aerial Vehicle (UAV) data can provide accurate 3D-information about rock 85 

face geometry, allowing to derive rockfall location and volume when repeated measurements are 86 

done. Precursory indicators before failure such as cleft opening or pre-failure deformation of a 87 

few cm can also be detected if the accuracy of the method allows it (Abellán et al., 2010). 88 

However, multiple rockfall releases within one monitoring period cannot be resolved using 89 

TLS/UAV data (Dietze, Mohadjer, et al., 2017). Automatic camera images can help identify 90 

different events, but only when visibility allows it (and thus e.g. not during the night  or foggy 91 

conditions). Rockfall events can also be studied by analysing the characteristic seismic pulses they 92 

cause. In contrast to TLS/UAV data, seismic data does not rely on survey intervals (Dietze, 93 

Mohadjer, et al., 2017; Le Roy et al., 2019) or visibility conditions (Dietze, Mohadjer, et al., 2017). 94 

Seismic data can therefore be used for real-time detection and warning. Moreover, the link 95 

between external factors influencing the rockfall event can be studied better if the exact timing 96 

of the latter is known (Dietze, Mohadjer, et al., 2017; Le Roy et al., 2019). Relationships between 97 

rockfall event properties (detachment and impact areas, volume, geometry and propagation) and 98 

the seismic signal can also be applied in different geological settings and for different rockfall 99 

magnitudes (Le Roy et al., 2019). Combining different datasets is therefore essential for rockfall 100 

characterisation (Fischer et al., 2011; Dietze, Mohadjer, et al., 2017). Although it is rare to have 101 

data from initial destabilisation up to failure of a rock face, this information is of high importance 102 

for adopting early warning systems (Leinauer, Jacobs and Krautblatter, 2020). 103 
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The main aim of this study is to accurately present the temporal and spatial distribution 104 

of all rockfall events that occurred at a disintegrating south-facing rock face (2600 – 2700 m a.s.l.) 105 

in Mattertal, Switzerland. To achieve this, a combination and integration of four different 106 

datasets (UAV, TLS, seismic and automatic camera data) were used. By doing so, this study 107 

provides valuable information for rockfall hazard management and contributes toward the 108 

understanding of the processes involved in large rock- and cliff fall, having increasingly occurred 109 

in high mountain environments during the last three decades (Huggel et al., 2012). While post-110 

event remote sensing is common to study rockfall in the periglacial high mountain environment 111 

(Fischer et al., 2011; Dietze, Mohadjer, et al., 2017; Le Roy et al., 2019; Sala, Hutchinson and 112 

Harrap, 2019), it is rare to have direct observations before, during, and after rockfall. Here, we 113 

present such a unique dataset (2017 – 2020), resulting in valuable information about precursory 114 

processes, temporal distribution and potential triggers of rockfall . This study benefited greatly 115 

from the datasets available from seismic and automatic camera installations, already in place for 116 

rock glacier monitoring and their relationship to debris flow activity (Kummert, Delaloye and 117 

Braillard, 2018; Guillemot et al., 2020).   118 

 119 

2. Study site, material and methods 120 

Table 1.: Overview of application and integration of the various methods used in this study 121 

   Fixed installations for the monitoring of rock 
glaciers 

 TLS UAV Seismics Time-lapse camera 

Start of the 
monitoring 

2017 2020 2015 2011 

Temporal 
resolution 

Bi-annual 
(10 scans) 

Weekly 
(5 surveys) 

Continuous Hourly 

Spatial 
accuracy 

3 cm 30 cm Low, only one logger High qualitative 
confirmation of rockfall 

Spatial 
extent 

Grosse Grabe North 
Pillar and adjacent rock 

wall 

Grosse Grabe North 
Pillar 

Grosse Grabe North 
Pillar, South pillar 
and environments 

Grosse Grabe North Pillar 

Remarks • Topographic 
occlusion due to 
single scan position 

• Cumulative volumes 

• Precursory 
deformation 

• No topographic 
occlusion 

• Visual 
information 

• Event based 
volumes 

• All rockfall 
recorded 

• Estimated 
volumes 

• No exact rockfall 
location 

• Near real-time 
confirmation of 
rockfall and location 

• Precursory fracture 
widening 

• Qualitative data 

TLS: terrestrial laser scanning, UAV: uncrewed aerial vehicle  122 

 123 

2.1. Study area   124 
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 125 
Figure 1.: The study area: a) The environment of the rock face studied and the monitoring 126 

installations in place for the study of nearby rock glaciers, together with the position of the 127 

laserscan, which was specifically executed for the monitoring of Grosse Grabe North Pillar. The 128 

Dom is the highest summit of the area at 4545 m a.s.l. and the treeline is located at about 2300 129 

m a.s.l., b) Potential permafrost distribution in the environment displayed on the topographic 130 

map (SwissTopo), ranging from yellow for patchy permafrost in favourable conditions and dark 131 

purple/blue for extensive permafrost in nearly all conditions (Boeckli et al., 2012), c) insert of the 132 

study area, displaying the extent of the terrestrial laser scans.  133 

 134 

The study area is an unstable south-facing rock face (2600 – 2700 m a.s.l.), North of the 135 

Grosse Grabe torrent (and hereafter referred to as Grosse Grabe North Pillar)  and its adjacent 136 

rock wall, at the orographic right side of the Mattertal valley, Switzerland (46°09′08”N, 7°49′21”E, 137 

Figure 1). The lithological structure consists of highly fractured augen gneiss with a foliation dipping 138 
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SW, interlaced with various tectonic cleft structures (Bearth, 1978). The studied rock face is part 139 

of a narrow ridge with a height of 100 – 120 m. The first monitored rock fall activity at Grosse 140 

Grabe North Pillar occurred in the mid-1980s, as observed in historical aerial photographs (Figure 141 

2b, Delaloye et al., 2014). The rock glacier at the base of the rock face was overburdened by these 142 

deposits and reaccelerated rapidly (velocities up to 5 m per year between 1995 and 2010). Because of 143 

this, the upper and currently intact part of the rock glacier, not impacted by the rockfall of the 1980s, 144 

is separated from the lower terminal tongue (Figure 2c-d, Delaloye et al., 2013). The movement of the 145 

terminal tongue has been decreasing since 2010 (Delaloye et al., 2013) and had become very slow 146 

when the survey of the lower section stopped in 2017 (< 0.5 m/yr). This marks the end of the 147 

destabilisation phase of the rock glacier, likely indicating the almost completed permafrost 148 

degradation at depth, in analogy to the attested absence of permafrost in the well-developed rupture 149 

zone of a similarly destabilised rock glacier (Delaloye and Morard, 2011). Rock wall instabilities in the 150 

surroundings of the study area are common as well, with isolated rockfall from the same ridge in the 151 

1970s (Figure 2a, Delaloye et al., 2014). More recent rockfall from an area more to the south of the 152 

studied rock face (Grosse Grabe South Pillar, Figure 1) led to the closure of the hiking trail crossing 153 

the area in 2018.  154 

 155 

Figure 2. Orthophotos revealing the historical development of the site related to rockfall activity, 156 

a) isolated rockfall from the same ridge occurring in the 1970s, b) rockfall from Grosse Grabe 157 

North Pillar occurring in the mid-1980s, overburdening the rock glacier below, c) and d) the 158 

development of the rupture of the rock glacier.  159 
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 160 

The studied rock face is below the lower limit of permafrost occurrence of south faces, which 161 

is around 3300 m a.s.l. in the Mont Blanc Massif (Magnin et al., 2017) and around 2900 m a.s.l. in the 162 

Swiss Alps, for ice-poor permafrost (Kenner, Noetzli, et al., 2019). However, permafrost may exist in 163 

the studied rock wall because of the opposite north face, here in a distance of approx. 50 – 70 m 164 

across the pillar. Indeed, the potential permafrost distribution map shows that local permafrost likely 165 

to be found at the north face and absent at the south face of Grosse Grabe (Figure 1, Boeckli et al., 166 

2012). Moreover, the highly fractured bedrock favours bedrock cooling by the convection of cold air 167 

(Moore et al., 2011) and the trapping of snow in winter time (Hasler, Gruber and Haeberli, 2011). All 168 

of the above makes permafrost presence in the studied rock wall likely.  169 

 170 

2.2. Meteorological data 171 

A long term record of high temporal resolution meteorological data is available from Grächen 172 

station (MeteoSwiss, 46°11′42”N, 7°50′09”E at 1605 m a.s.l., approx. 5 km from the study area, same 173 

orographic side of the valley); this meteorological station has measured air temperature and 174 

precipitation since 1864, with automatically measured data available since 2013. Annual mean 175 

precipitation at this station is 625 ± 120 mm for the reference period of 1981 – 2010. There is low 176 

seasonality in precipitation, with October the wettest month (63 ± 52 mm), and January through April 177 

the driest months (30–40 mm on average) (Stoffel, Tiranti and Huggel, 2014, MeteoSwiss). Mean 178 

annual air temperature (MAAT) at the meteorological station is around 5.3 ± 0.7 °C (1981-2000) 179 

(MeteoSwiss). A shorter temperature record (2012-2020) with a 2-minute interval is available 180 

from a weather station located on the Breithorn landslide (2873 m a.s.l.), 1 km from the study 181 

area (Figure 1), revealing a MAAT of -0.3 ± 0.7 °C. This weather station is deployed by PermaSense, 182 

a consortium of researchers and research projects developing and operating autonomous sensing 183 

systems in high-mountain environments for acquiring long-term datasets (UZH - The PermaSense 184 

Consortium, 2021). Temperature data of the PermaSense station correlates well linearly with the 185 

temperature record of Grächen (R2 = 0.97), corresponding to a lapse rate of 4.9 ± 1.03 C° km-1. 186 

This linear relationship justifies the use of the Grächen temperature record when data gaps occur 187 

in the PermaSense station. Within this study, temperature and precipitation data is used to detect 188 

relationships between rockfall and frost/thaw and wet/dry cycles, as shown by other studies 189 

(Helmstetter and Garambois, 2010; Bajni, Camera and Apuani, 2020). To do this, the cross-correlation 190 

function was established between temperature or precipitation data from the more complete Grächen 191 

series and the rate of rockfalls detected from the seismic network. This highlights the potential 192 
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triggering effect of precipitation/temperature without defining a threshold and provides the time 193 

delay between a certain meteorological event and the occurring rockfall. For a detailed description of 194 

the methodology, see Helmstetter and Garambois (2010). Local temperature data from the 195 

PermaSense station was used to detect if any specific event preluded the largest rock – and cliff 196 

fall observed (> 5000 m3), using a simple t-test comparing weekly temperature averages on the 197 

95% significance level.  198 

 199 

2.3. Hourly terrestrial time-lapse photography 200 

Monitoring of rockfall occurrence can be achieved by photographic surveys using fixed 201 

installations (D’Amato et al., 2016; Matsuoka, 2019). In this study, the observation of the rock face 202 

started in 2011 with the hourly archival of images taken by an automatic camera (Table 1, Figure 3). 203 

The latter was installed to study the rock glaciers underneath the face and its connection to the torrent 204 

prone to debris flows (Delaloye et al., 2013; Kummert, Delaloye and Braillard, 2018). This offers a near 205 

real-time visual check of the Grosse Grabe North pillar, detecting the first rockfall events in the winter 206 

of 2017 and dating and locating the rockfall events thereafter, similar to D’Amato et al. (2016). The 207 

automatic camera imagery also revealed that some parts of the pillar showed precursory deformation 208 

before 2017 (Figure S1, Suppl. Material), but as the motion was mostly directed towards the camera, 209 

it was not possible to quantify it reliably. The automatic camera is powered by an 80 W solar panel 210 

which charges a 12 V battery. This battery is also used to power a router which transfers the hourly 211 

images to a server. Near real-time images and selected time lapse sequences can be accessed via the 212 

webpage of the Geomorphology research group of Fribourg University (Study sites - Grosse Grabe, 213 

2021).  214 
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 215 

Figure 3.: Set-up of the hourly terrestrial time-lapse photography: a) the installed automatic camera 216 

on a large boulder on stable bedrock and b) example of a photograph taken by the automatic camera, 217 

displaying the situation before the summer of 2019, indicating the unstable Grosse Grabe North Pillar 218 

(striped line), the location of the small scale 2017 rockfall (red circle) and the rock glaciers (blue lines) 219 

as the initial subject of study.  220 

 221 

2.4. Detailed topographic data derived from terrestrial laser scans and Uncrewed Aerial Vehicle 222 

photographs 223 

Terrestrial laser scans (TLS) of the study area were performed from 2017 to 2020 at the beginning 224 

(late June/early July) and end (late September/early October) of the summer season (Table 1), using 225 

an ultra-long-range near-infrared pulse-based Riegl VZ®-6000 LiDAR system. This LiDAR system allows 226 

for a rapid survey (up to 222 000 measurements per second) and permits scans at a large distance from 227 

the area of interest (in this case ca. 700 m) (Figure 1). The TLS scan provides high-resolution 3-228 

dimensional point cloud data from the upper talus slope, the upper rock glacier front, Grosse Grabe 229 

North Pillar and the adjacent rockwall (Figure 1 c). Starting in 2020, additional scans were executed at 230 

the same place to get topographic data from the lower part of the talus slope/rock glacier below to 231 

investigate the rockfall deposits. The resulting point clouds were post-processed in RiScanPro® 232 

software (version 3.3.438). Data were registered relatively to each other in a local coordinate system 233 

using the first scan of geomorphologically stable areas as a reference such as developed by Fischer et 234 

al. (2016) and Kummert and Delaloye (2018). The multi-station adjustment of all scans achieved an 235 

accuracy of 0.03 m as the overall standard deviation of the normal distances and is used as the Level 236 
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of Detection (LoD). The residuals of the corresponding stable areas between the reference scan 237 

and the registered scan showed Gaussian distributions. The resulting point cloud was subsampled 238 

to a minimum point spacing of 0.10 m using RiScanPro®’s octree filter. 239 

Uncrewed Aerial Vehicle (UAV) photographs were gathered after large rock- and cliff fall events 240 

in the summer of 2020 (Table 1) to improve the frequency of observations and to obtain observations 241 

in areas not detectable from the TLS survey position due to topographic occlusion. The UAV imagery 242 

was also used to make post-failure observations, allowing to visually detect if massive ice is present in 243 

the rockfall scar. Five flights were performed with a DJI Phantom 4 Pro and flown without specific flight 244 

planning. Given the inaccessibility of the site no ground control points were placed or measured. The 245 

same software and workflow as in Hendrickx et al. (2020) were used for processing the photographs 246 

into point clouds (See Suppl. Material for more details). To obtain data with high comparative accuracy, 247 

the co-alignment methodology was adapted, based on the automatic detection of common tiepoints 248 

in the stable areas. A small percentage of these common tiepoints (0.4 - 1%) is sufficient to enforce a 249 

common geometry (Cook and Dietze, 2019). For Grosse Grabe, the five UAV surveys share 9% of the 250 

total tiepoints. This resulted in a point cloud time-series with 0.30 m as the LoD, calculated on the 251 

average change measured in the stable areas (Cook and Dietze, 2019), compared to 1-2 m of detected 252 

change in the stable areas when the co-alignment method was not adopted. The resulting UAV derived 253 

3D-models were used for the mapping and the measurements of the geological structures, using the 254 

ShapeMetric3D software v3.7.1 (ShapeMetric3D, 2021).  255 

Point clouds derived from TLS and UAV data were further analysed in CloudCompare (version 256 

2.11). The Multiscale Model to Model Cloud Comparison (M3C2, normal and projection = 0.6 m, 257 

calculated on all the points, minLoD as registration error, preferred orientation in –Y), developed by 258 

Lague, Brodu and Leroux (2013), was used to quantify a 3D change accurately to detect deformation 259 

of the rock face prior to any rockfall. The function “compute cloud/cloud distance” was used to quickly 260 

identify rockfall zones. Both individual and cumulative rockfall volumes were calculated by fitting a 261 

plane through the affected rock face and applying the resulting matrix values on the entire point cloud 262 

using the ‘Apply transformation tool’. This way, 2.5D volumes were calculated in the Z direction, taking 263 

the LoD into account. When consecutive rockfall did not affect the same zone, rockfall volumes 264 

from individual events could be derived from TLS/UAV data. Therefore, individual TLS volumes are 265 

only available for the first rockfall events in the winter and spring of 2017 and 2018.  Otherwise, 266 

cumulative rockfall volumes spanning the monitoring interval were used to establish a relationship 267 

between the measured seismic parameters. The total rockfall volume derived from the TLS data was 268 

used to calculate rock wall erosion rate for the entire period of direct observation (2011-2021), 269 

including observations from the automatic camera that confirmed no significant rockfall events 270 

between 2011 and 2017. The resulting mean annual rockfall volume (m3) was divided by the slope-271 
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perpendicular surface area (m2) of the studied rockwall (Figure 1 c, TLS extent), similar to the methods 272 

used in Hartmeyer et al., (2020).  273 

 274 

2.5. Seismic observations 275 

 To obtain the exact timing of the rockfall events, we used seismic data of one seismometer 276 

(Table 1), part of a network of six seismometers that have been installed to monitor Gugla rock glacier 277 

(Guillemot et al., 2020), located 2 km away from the rock face (Figure 1). This sensor was the only one 278 

providing continuous data during this study (2017-2020). The sensor is a Sercel L22 one-component 279 

geophone with a resonance frequency of 2 Hz (flat response above this frequency) and the signal is 280 

recorded continuously at a sampling rate of 200 Hz since 2015. No significant rockfall was detected 281 

from the study site before 2017.  282 

We analysed all seismic events within the time interval of events detected by the automatic 283 

camera. We selected all events with a peak ground velocity larger than 10 m s-1 and characteristics 284 

typical of rockfall seismic signals (Helmstetter and Garambois, 2010; Le Roy et al., 2019): a duration 285 

longer than 20 s and an energy content in the range 1-20 Hz. The seismic signal of the largest event is 286 

shown in Figure 4. We also checked visually all signals to manually remove earthquake pulses, which 287 

show a typical separate arrival of P- and S-wave and long-lasting decreasing tail (coda) (Dietze, 288 

Turowski, et al., 2017).  289 

 290 

Figure 4. Seismogram (a) and spectrogram (b) for the largest event that occurred on 14 August 2020 291 

at 10:59 UTC time. 292 

 293 
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We then estimated the seismic energy of each event assuming a point-source (Kanamori and 294 

Given, 1982; Eissler and Kanamori, 1987) because the source-sensor distance is much larger than the 295 

source area, considering the medium as isotropic and homogeneous. We also considered that surface 296 

waves dominate the seismic signal (Deparis et al., 2008; Vilajosana et al., 2008; Dammeier et al., 2011). 297 

Signals were band-pass filtered between 2 and 20 Hz. We used the following relationship to estimate 298 

the seismic energy Es (Vilajosana et al., 2008):  299 

𝐸𝑠 = 2𝜋𝑟𝑝ℎ𝑐 ∫ 𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑣(𝑡)
2𝑒𝛼𝑟 ⅆ𝑡

𝑡1
𝑡0

      (1) 300 

where t0 and t1 are the manually picked onset and end times of the seismic signal, r is the distance 301 

between the event and the recording station (2040 m for the North Pillar and 1400 m for the South 302 

Pillar), p is the ground density (assumed at 2700 kg m-3), h is the thickness of the layer through which 303 

surface waves propagate (taken as one wavelength of Rayleigh waves, h=200 m for a frequency 304 

centroid of 10 Hz), c is the phase velocity of Rayleigh waves (assumed at 2000 m s-1 ), uenv(t) is the 305 

envelope of the ground velocity obtained using the Hilbert transform. The damping factor 𝛼 accounts 306 

for an elastic attenuation of seismic waves and is calculated using the maximum amplitudes of the 307 

rockfall seismic signal at two seismic stations and the distances between source and sensor. Since only 308 

one seismic station is available for the study site, the value (of 𝛼 =8.8 x10-4 m-1) estimated for Mount 309 

Saint-Eynard rockfalls was used, with a frequency centroid of 10 Hz (Le Roy et al., 2019).   310 

Rockfall seismic signals can also be characterized by their equivalent magnitude, using the 311 

same relations as for earthquakes. Local magnitude can be estimated from the seismic energy using 312 

the Gutenberg-Richter magnitude-energy relation (Kanamori and Anderson, 1975).  313 

   Log Es = 1.5ML + 4.8                                         (2)        314 

We then calibrated a relation between the magnitude ML of a rockfall event and its volume V. We 315 

assumed a relation in the form of (Le Roy et al., 2019): 316 

ML= a log10(V)-b                         (3) 317 

For each time interval between two TLS or UAV surveys, we selected all events within this time interval. 318 

We then optimized the parameters a and b of equation (3) in order to minimize the root-mean-square 319 

error between the logarithm of volume estimated from TLS or UAV surveys and the cumulated volume 320 

estimated from the signal magnitude using equation (3). We found a=0.84 and b=1.38, in good 321 

agreement with the results obtained by Le Roy et al. (2019) for rockfalls in the Chartreuse massif 322 

(French Alps). 323 

 324 

3. Results 325 
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3.1. Precursory observations and geomorphological development of the rock face 326 

 327 

 328 

Figure 5. Close up of Grosse Grabe North Pillar: a) Before any large rockfall occurred (photograph of 329 

06/09/2018). Precursory indicators of destabilization could already be observed by terrestrial laser 330 

scanner (red) and automatic camera (yellow) in forms of small scale rockfall (< 103 m3) and fracture 331 

opening. And b) geological cross section showing main schistosity and cleavage related to the total 332 

rockfall area and scar surface (derived from ShapeMetric3D software).  333 

 334 

Two isolated boulder falls (101-102 m3) were detected visually for the first time in January and May 335 

2017 (Figure 3b, Figure 5 a, yellow circle), launching a more accurate survey of Grosse Grabe North 336 

Pillar and the adjacent rock wall by Terrestrial laser scans (TLS) in July 2017. In the following winter 337 

seasons of 2018 and 2019, small magnitude rockfall (< 103 m3) were observed, occurring in between 338 

January and May (Figure 5 a, red polygons). In the summer of 2019 and 2020 larger magnitude rockfalls 339 

(104 m3) and cliff falls (104-106 m3) followed up each other in close succession, with no single 340 

rockfall event in the associated winter period (November 2019 – April 2020).  341 

Besides rockfall, deformation of the Grosse Grabe North Pillar was also observed as an outward 342 

displacement with more pronounced displacement in the upper part, indicating a tilting or toppling 343 

motion. Cleft opening and widening, associated with this outward displacement, could be observed on 344 

two different time scales. TLS data indicated that cleft opening at the upper part of the rock pillar was 345 

already ongoing in 2017 and 2018, gradually opening up (Figure 5 a, red lines), while automatic camera 346 

imagery revealed an accelerated cleft widening four to five weeks before the first cliff fall in August 347 

2019 (Figure 5 a, yellow lines, Figure S2, suppl. material). The observed displacement and associated 348 

cleft opening is therefore considered to be the main precursory factor for the sudden large rock- and 349 

cliff fall events having occurred in the summer of 2019 and 2020. The observed displacement also has 350 
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a clear seasonal pattern with an average monthly displacement by a factor of 1.2 to 2 times bigger in 351 

summer (June-September) than in winter (October-May) (Figure 6). Three different zones can be 352 

distinguished (Figure 6, 7, 8): (i) zone 1 that collapsed in the summer of 2019 (Figure 7 c, Figure 8 b), 353 

and corresponds to the Grosse Grabe North Pillar, displayed on Figure 5, (ii) zone 2 that collapsed 354 

almost entirely in the summer of 2020 (Figure 7 d, Figure 8 c,d) and (iii) zone 3 that has not yet 355 

experienced any large rockfall up to the summer of 2021 (Figure 7 d, Figure 8 d). However, rockfall is 356 

still to be expected in this zone, where a cumulative displacement of up to 47 cm has been (Figure 6, 357 

7 d).  358 

 359 

 360 

Figure 6.: Cumulative displacement based on the third quartile (75th percentile) of all the measured 361 

displacement for Grosse Grabe North Pillar (Zone 1) and the adjacent rock face (zone 2 and zone 3). 362 

Collapse date is indicated for zone 1 and 2, while zone 3 has not experienced any significant rockfall 363 

up to the summer of 2021. Dotted line is an interpolation of the measurements.  364 

 365 
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  366 

Figure 7.: The forward displacement of the Grosse Grabe North Pillar (zone 1) and adjacent rock 367 

wall (zone 2 and 3) in the summer of a) 2017, b) 2018, c) 2019 and d) 2020. Observed changes are 368 

relative to the scan at the beginning of summer and are statistically significant at the 95% confidence 369 

level with a minimum level of detection of 3 cm. Background is a hillshade based on terrestrial laser 370 

scan surveys.  371 

 A wet rockfall scar was observed by the automatic camera for several days after large cliff 372 

falls, in otherwise dry conditions, suggesting the presence of ice and thus potentially thawing 373 

permafrost. This was observed for the first time at the end of August 2019, when a  total scar 374 

depth of 22.5 m (Figure 5 b), measured by the TLS data, was reached from the preluding rock- 375 

and cliff fall events (Figure 9 a). In the summer of 2020, the presence of compact ice could be 376 

confirmed with more detailed UAV imagery (Figure 9 b, c) after fresh rock- and cliff fall events 377 

occurring on 29 July and 31 July 2020 respectively. The latter was a very large cliff failure, with a 378 

calculated volume of 21 392 ± 6418 m3 based on the UAV imagery (Video S1; Suppl. Material). 379 

Following rockfall events (Table 2) diminished the width of the upper ridge even further by 380 

removing 17.1 m of rock. This resulted in a very narrow and highly fractured ridge of a width of 381 

only 8 m, as calculated by using the UAV imagery (Figure 8 c). Finally, the ridge collapsed after 382 

several large rock- and cliff fall events that took place on 14 August 2020 between 8h30 and 11h, 383 

accounting for the largest volume of 33 880 ± 10164 m3 recorded so far (Table 2, Figure 8 d). A 384 

laser scan performed on the 19 August 2020 measured a total volume of 94 523 ± 3781 m 3 for 385 

the entire summer period (01 July – 19 August 2020), this being an underestimation because no 386 
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surface comparison could be made where the ridge was denudated (estimated to have had a 387 

volume of ± 3000 m3  based on the seismic signal and thus within the error margin of the TLS 388 

derived volume). 389 

 390 

Figure 8: Geomorphological development of Grosse Grabe North Pillar and the adjacent rock 391 

wall: a) Situation before the large rock- and cliff fall events of the summer of 2019 and b) after 392 

the summer of 2019 and the situation c) before and d) after the largest cliff fall event on 14 393 

August 2020, causing the collapse of part of the ridge. All imagery taken under a (sub-394 

)horizontal angle. 395 

 396 
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 397 

Figure 9.: Exposed ice at Grosse Grabe North Pillar (Zone 1), indicating the possible presence of 398 

permafrost, which occurs deep in the rock face following a cliff fall event, a) automatic camera 399 

imagery of 2019 showing an image before and b) after the cliff fall event of 27 August 2019, and 400 

c) the wet rockfall scar a couple of days after in otherwise dry conditions, d) UAV imagery shortly 401 

after the event of 29 July 2020 showing compacted ice and e) UAV imagery after the event of 31 402 

July 2020 showing smaller ice patches, indicated by a red dotted line. All imagery taken under a 403 

(sub-)horizontal angle. 404 

  405 

 406 

3.2. The timing and extent of rockfall events 407 
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 408 

Figure 10.: Timeline of rockfall events (a) for the full time period between January 2017 and 409 

September 2020, (b) for the period April 2019 – November 2019, with c) highlighting the first 410 

large cliff fall events on 27/08/2019, d) for the period April 2020 – November 2020, with e) 411 

highlighting the cliff fall event on 31/07/2020, showing precursory rockfall . Red (North Pillar) and 412 

Blue (South Pillar) circles represent individual rockfall volumes estimated from the seismic signals 413 

using equations (1-3). Black dots and black crosses represent respectively cumulated volumes in 414 

each time interval between TLS or UAV surveys.  415 

 416 

Table 2.: The topographic data gathered and the resulting rockfall volumes calculated 417 

Date 
(dd/mm/jjjj) 

Topographic 
data derived 

from: 

Number of 
scans or 

photographs 

Number of 
points in 

point cloud 

Rockfall volumes 
since previous 
survey (m3) 

Cumulated volume from 
seismic signals (m3) 
(95% confidence 
interval) 

26/06/2017 TLS 1 15 500 167   
06/10/2017 TLS 1 16 313 071 0 0 
03/07/2018 TLS 1 20 191 249 831 ±      33 1265          (416-3845) 
29/09/2018 TLS 1 18 350 987 0 92               (30-281) 
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03/07/2019 TLS 1 13 628 608 1 102 ±      44 1635          (538-4969) 
01/10/2019 TLS 1 20 566 426 63 138 ±  2526 49 192 (16181-149548) 
01/07/2020 TLS 2 32 640 662 37 697 ±  1508 42 466 (13969-129102) 
19/08/2020 TLS 2 24 300 449 94 523 ±  3781 76 991 (25325-234061) 
19/10/2020 TLS 2 38 576 084 6846 ±    274 3208       (1055-9752) 
29/07/2020 UAV 139 21 045 119   
31/07/2020 UAV 79 21 208 056 21 392 ±  6418 59 779 (19663-181734) 
05/08/2020 UAV 116 16 630 783 2 880 ±     864 6025     (1982-18317) 
11/08/2020 UAV 139 18 593 781 5 559 ±   1668 6025     (1982-18317) 
14/08/2020 UAV 149 14 383 741 33 880 ± 10164 34 260 (11269-104155) 

 Total measured volume (26/06/2017-
19/10/2020) 

204 137 ±   8166 175700 (57794-534147) 

TLS: terrestrial laser scanning, UAV: uncrewed aerial vehicle  418 

 419 

Analysing the seismic data resulted in a high temporal record of all the rock- and cliff fall 420 

events that occurred at Grosse Grabe North pillar and adjacent rock wall. The few events that 421 

occurred at Grosse Grabe South Pillar, out of reach for the automatic camera and the TLS/UAV 422 

data could also be quantified. In total, the seismic logger detected 339 rockfall events  for the 423 

North Pillar and 12 for the South Pillar in the timespan of four years (2017-2020) (Figure 10) 424 

(Table S1, Suppl. Material). Most of the timely isolated and significant events at the North Pillar 425 

could be confirmed by the automatic camera, indicating the zone of failure (Figure S2, Suppl. 426 

Material). Isolated and small scale rockfall events occurred before the summer of 2019, in mid-427 

winter (January) and in springtime (April - May). This changed in the summer of 2019, with the 428 

first isolated larger rockfall event occurring in mid-July (103 - 104 m3) preluding larger cliff fall 429 

events (104 m3) around the end of August (Figure 10 b, c). Rockfall continued to occur throughout 430 

September and October, but decreasing in magnitude (Figure 10 b). No rockfall occurred during 431 

the winter of 2019-2020 (November – May). Rockfall events started again in April-May 2020 432 

(Figure 10 d). By the end of June and throughout July and August several cliff fall events (104 m3) 433 

were observed again (Figure 10 d, e). The last event of around 500 m3 occurred in late October. 434 

No significant rockfall events were observed in the following winter (2020-2021). It can be 435 

deduced from the seismic dataset (Figure 10) that 82% of the larger rock- and cliff fall events (> 5000 436 

m3 , N=11) are preluded by two or more smaller events. In all cases, precursory rockfall happened 437 

within the hour before a large failure, often only a few minutes before. Only half of the larger rockfall 438 

events experienced precursory rockfall several hours before (Figure 10 e). Post-failure small-scale 439 

boulder falls (≤ 102 m3 ) happened some minutes up to a few hours after the collapse are common as 440 

well (Figure 10 c). After that, rockfall activity ceased for several days up to weeks before rockfall events 441 

became numerous again (≤ 103 m3 ). At the same time, these events announced the detachment of 442 

the next larger volumes of rockfall. This process continued until late summer, when finally rockfall 443 

activity ceased until spring.  444 
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The cross correlation between the meteorological data (temperature and precipitation) 445 

and rockfall activity suggests that rockfall occurs more frequently a few days after precipitation 446 

or a warming event, but the correlation is very weak (peak correlation of around 0.1 for daily 447 

precipitation for a time delay of 2 days) and barely significant.  This could be because of the short 448 

time dataset (2017 – 2020), where the events are grouped together in burst of activities. 449 

However, it is clear that rockfall activity mostly develops in the summer only (Figure 10). Half of 450 

the large rock- and cliff fall events we observed happened in the second half of the summer (end 451 

of July, August), when temperatures are in general warmer and when summer air temperature 452 

had the time to warm the rock temperature at depth. Moreover, most large rock- and cliff fall (8 453 

out of 11) occurred in the (late) afternoon. In addition, the three rockfall events that occurred in 454 

June 2020 were preluded by weekly higher temperatures (7.9 ± 0.3 °C) than are the average for 455 

June (5.7 ± 2.7 °C) based on data of the PermaSense weather station (2013-2020). This is also the 456 

case with the four large rockfall events between 29 July – 14 August 2020, preluded by 457 

significantly higher temperatures (10.5 ± 1.2 °C) than normal for that time of the year (7.8 ± 1.5 458 

°C). 459 

 460 

3.3. Rockwall erosion rates and the deposited material 461 

 A total rockfall volume of 204 137 ±  8166 m3 was measured based on high resolution TLS and 462 

UAV derived topographic data (Table 2, 2017-2020). Since no significant rockfall was observed by the 463 

automatic camera since 2011, we assume this to be the total rockfall volume across a full 10-year 464 

period of direct observations. This corresponds to a mean rockwall erosion rate of 214 ± 8.9 mm a-1 for 465 

Grosse Grabe North Pillar and the adjacent rockwall (Figure 1 c, TLS extent). If we include the indirect 466 

observations of rockfall occurrence based on historical aerial photographs (Figure 2), we can assume 467 

that the measured rockfall volume (2017-2020) was the only significant rockfall across a 30-year 468 

period. This would correspond to a mean rockwall erosion rate of 71.2 ± 2.8 mm a-1 .  469 

More than 200 000 m3 of material was deposited below the Grosse Grabe North Pillar in 470 

between 2017 and 2020, based on the measured and estimated rockfall volumes. These deposits 471 

overlay most of the intermediate rupture zone between the upper intact part and the terminal tongue 472 

of the Grosse Grabe rock glacier (Figure 2). The measured deposited volumes within the range of 473 

the TLS scan (Figure 11) are 99 625 ± 3985 m3 for 2019-2020. If we assume an initial porosity of 474 

30%, in line with the porosity of blocky talus (Sass and Wollny, 2001) and that of other rockfall 475 

deposits in an alpine setting (Sanders et al., 2013), we get an estimated deposited volume of 70 476 

000 m3 . As settling of the deposit sets in, a downward movement of up to two meters could be 477 
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observed in late summer – autumn 2020 at the apex of the rock fall deposit cone. The motion is 478 

restricted to the deposited area and is diminishing further down, indicating crushing and a 479 

decrease in porosity as main process for the movement caused (Figure 11). Single large boulders 480 

were also transported into the Grosse Grabe torrent, outside the range of the scan (Video S1; 481 

Suppl. material). This occurred at least 11 times according to the imagery of the automatic 482 

camera, corresponding with the largest rock- and cliff fall events (> 5000 m3 ) during the summer 483 

of 2019 and 2020. Rock debris is considered ending up in the torrent each time it is discernibly 484 

overpassing the rock glacier front.  485 

 486 

 487 

Figure  11.: Rockfall deposits (thickness perpendicular to slope) on the talus slope below the 488 

rock face for a) the summer of 2019, b) the winter of 2019-2020, c) the first part of the summer 489 

of 2020 (1 July  – 19 August) and d) the second part of the summer of 2020 (19 August – 19 490 

October), the latter showing compression of the deposits under their own weight in the upper 491 

part of the debris cone (indicated by the ellipses). Zones with no data is due to differences in 492 

the scan extent. 493 

 494 

4. Discussion 495 

4.1. Limitations of the methods 496 

Uncertainties remain present within the collected high resolution datasets, even though different 497 

methods were integrated and the record starts two years prior to the main destabilisation period. The 498 

TLS data serves well to detect and quantify precursory deformation before the large rockfall events in 499 
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the summer of 2019 and 2020 but was limited to a Level Of Detection (LoD) of 3 cm and the monitoring 500 

interval. Precursory deformation in zone 2 and 3 was close to this LoD at the onset of the monitoring 501 

period (Figure 6). (Near-) continuous and more detailed quantification of rockwall deformation and 502 

cleft opening can alternatively be achieved by ground-based InSAR (Gischig et al., 2009) and the in-situ 503 

installation of crackmeters (Weber et al., 2017). However, such methods are expensive and depend 504 

highly on site accessibility respectively. Imagery from the time-lapse camera was also able to detect 505 

the outward movement, already occurring before 2017 (Figure S1, Suppl. Material), but could only be 506 

quantified after the launch of the TLS survey. From the additional scan performed in August 2020, we 507 

know that the largest displacement occurs at the end of the summer season (19/08-19/10/2020). The 508 

measured winter (October – May) displacement likely occurs mostly in autumn, although this cannot 509 

be confirmed due to the restrictions of the monitoring interval. The monitoring interval does not allow 510 

rockfall volumes to be calculated either if they were released from the same zone. The largest rockfall 511 

events also caused topographic occlusion due to the single scan position, leading to an 512 

underestimation of the rockfall volume. This is somewhat corrected by the five UAV surveys launched 513 

before and after the largest events in the summer of 2020, not suffering from occlusion. However, the 514 

occluded volumes, calculated by subtracting the UAV derived volumes with the TLS derived volumes, 515 

fall completely within the error margins of the TLS  data (< 4 – 5 %) and would thus not affect the 516 

results significantly. Besides the visual confirmation of ice in the rockfall scars only hours after the 517 

events, this shorter monitoring interval also allows the optimising of the established relationship 518 

between measured volumes and the seismic signal (Figure 12). Overall, we achieve a good fit between 519 

the estimated volume based on the seismic data and the ones more directly measured by TLS and UAV 520 

point cloud meshes (Table 2). The seismic data collection is the only monitoring method in this study 521 

that allows all rockfall events to be recorded. This way, pre- and post-event rockfall events could be 522 

analysed. The seismic data of only one sensor could be used for the rockfall period. This has the 523 

disadvantage that rockfall locations cannot be estimated precisely. It is therefore crucial to have the 524 

time-lapse imagery to validate the observed seismic signals. Only one event with a large amplitude was 525 

recorded by the seismic sensor and could not be detected on the time-lapse imagery. Likely, this 526 

rockfall event with an estimated volume of 300 m3 occurred elsewhere in the area.  527 
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 528 

Figure 12. Volume estimated from the seismic signals and equivalent local magnitude as a function of 529 

rockfall volume estimated from TLS (circles) or UAV surveys (crosses) (summing over all events in each 530 

time interval). Error bars are 95% confidence intervals given by a linear fit of logarithms of volumes. 531 

 532 

4.2. Structural predisposition, potential preparatory factors and observed precursory indicators to 533 

rock slope destabilisation 534 

 At Grosse Grabe North Pillar, the gentle dipping angle of 20° and cleavage-parallel weak layers 535 

susceptible to disruption in combination with deep, persistent and sub-vertical fracture systems favour 536 

large rockfalls (Figure 5 b). Already in 1982 and the following years, similar consecutive events took 537 

place (Figure 2). Probably the same structural conditions were at play. This could be a geological legacy 538 

of the glacial retreat after the Last Glacial Maximum, known to have affected and cause rock fractures 539 

in the Matter Valley (Leith et al., 2014).  The structural predisposition of the studied rock face entails 540 

several potential failure mechanisms, acting on fracture level, to operate as preparatory factors. 541 

Irreversible movements of fractures can be caused by thermal fluctuations (Gunzburger, Merrien-542 

Soukatchoff and Guglielmi, 2005; Collins and Stock, 2016; Bakun-Mazor et al., 2020), water pressure 543 

(Hasler, Gruber and Beutel, 2012; Walter et al., 2019), freezing and thawing of water in the rock mass 544 

(Hasler, Gruber and Beutel, 2012; Weber et al., 2017) and seismic vibrations (Luckman, 2013; Bakun-545 

Mazor et al., 2020) and a combination of all of these processes.  546 

The cumulative and repetitive nature of thermally induced failure mechanisms are considered 547 

an important preparatory factor for rockfall in fractured rock masses exposed to high temperature 548 

oscillations (Gunzburger, Merrien-Soukatchoff and Guglielmi, 2005; Collins and Stock, 2016; Draebing, 549 

Krautblatter and Hoffmann, 2017; Bakun-Mazor et al., 2020). Although no in situ rock temperatures 550 
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were measured at the south facing rock face of Grosse Grabe, similar south-exposed rockwalls yield a 551 

daily temperature variation of up to 16.5°C compared to only 4°C for north-facing rockwalls as a result 552 

of solar radiation differences (Draebing and Mayer, 2021). While daily temperature changes only 553 

penetrate down to shallow depths (up to 0.4 m) (Gunzburger, Merrien-Soukatchoff and Guglielmi, 554 

2005), seasonal thermal changes can propagate deeper in highly fractured bedrock (up to 100 m) due 555 

to air convection (Gischig et al., 2011). Thus, Grosse Grabe North pillar is likely to be very susceptible 556 

to this thermally induced failure mechanism due to large daily and seasonal temperature variations, 557 

the presence of a gently inclined sliding plane and the high fracture density of the rock (Figure 5 b). 558 

Moreover, such thermally induced displacements are typically observed when temperatures are rising 559 

during summer (Bakun-Mazor et al., 2020). This matches well with the observed seasonality of the pre-560 

failure displacement observed at Grosse Grabe, with a displacement that was more pronounced by a 561 

factor of 1.2 to 2 in summer (Figure 6, 7). The observed larger irreversible displacements in summer 562 

might also indicate the potential role of water-related processes, such as changes in water pressure 563 

(Walter et al., 2019) and advective warming by water percolation (Hasler et al., 2011; Weber et al., 564 

2017), for example due to snow or permafrost meltwater (Weber et al., 2017) and summer rainfall 565 

(Walter et al., 2019). However, we found no indication for the latter in the meteorological data, 566 

possibly due to the long offset-time until rockfall occurrence. In addition, the catchment area of the 567 

rock face is small and mostly free of snow. Moreover, water pressure might not be dominant in strongly 568 

fractured and steep rock because of its high drainage ability (Phillips et al., 2016; Weber et al., 2017). 569 

Seismic vibrations due to earthquakes might influence fracture stability and prepare and trigger 570 

rockfall (Luckman, 2013). 2634 earthquake events were measured by the seismic sensor since 2015 571 

and this might have played a role in rock wall destabilisation. However, the earthquakes observed for 572 

our analysed period never exceeded a ground motion of 2 mm s-1 , too weak to trigger any rockfall as 573 

compared to a ground motion 0.5 m s-1  suggested as a minimum threshold for triggering landslides or 574 

rockfalls (Keefer, 1984). 575 

Temperature cycles also drive cryogenic processes in the studied rock wall, due the confirmed 576 

presence of ice (Figure 9). Although observed winter rockfall activity is limited, frost weathering can 577 

still act as a preparatory factor for rockfall occurrence by subcritical cracking and progressively 578 

reducing rock strength (Draebing and Krautblatter, 2019). Frost weathering might be highly effective 579 

at Grosse Grabe North Pillar, as indicated by modelling results of rock walls at similar elevation and 580 

exposition (Draebing and Mayer, 2021), preparing rockfall that is than subsequently triggered by 581 

processes in summer, such as thermal stresses described above. Fracture displacement due to 582 

cryogenic processes is often linked to ice pressure and thus widening of the fractures at the onset of 583 

freezing (Draebing, Krautblatter and Hoffmann, 2017; Weber et al., 2017). However, we observed a 584 

decrease in the displacement in winter, which we link to the cementing effect of permanent and 585 
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seasonal ice as a consequence of a rapid cooling of the clefts due to colder air temperatures and 586 

probably to air circulation in the fractured rock (Gruber and Haeberli, 2007; Hasler, Gruber and Beutel, 587 

2012). This cementing effect of the ice-bonded discontinuities decreases progressively during the 588 

summer due to a decrease in stiffness and strength of the ice at warmer temperatures (Davies, Hamza 589 

and Harris, 2001). This hypothesis is supported by the presence of ice in the deeper bedrock (at least 590 

at 15 m depth), affecting the sub-vertical fractures. Permafrost degradation might therefore be a 591 

potential preparatory factor, considering the long-term warming of the area.   592 

Both precursory rockfall and deformation are known to sometimes prelude rock- and cliff fall 593 

(Abellán et al., 2010). From the moment fractures are subjected to large irreversible movements, 594 

driven by one or several of the mechanisms explained above, a critical state will slowly be reached 595 

(Hasler, Gruber and Beutel, 2012). A change in deformation geometry is detected approx. 1.5 years 596 

before the first significant collapse in zone 1 and zone 2. After this, large, irreversible movements are 597 

clearly observed at Grosse Grabe North Pillar, with an increase in pre-failure displacement by a factor 598 

of 2-3.5 prior to the collapse (Figure 6). This increase in outward displacement is mainly observed in 599 

the upper part of Grosse Grabe North Pillar, with the rock volume staying the same, indicating a tilting 600 

or toppling type of failure developed (Abellán et al., 2010). This type of failure is often linked to sub-601 

vertical fractures (Goodman and Kieffer, 2000). At Grosse Grabe, the failure of sub-vertical fractures 602 

in the lower rockwall are believed to be the cause of the toppling motion. The isolated rockfall events 603 

before 27 August 2019 are considered to be precursory rockfalls preluding the destabilisation phase in 604 

the summer of 2019 and 2020.  605 

4.3. Potential triggers leading to progressive rockwall collapse  606 

Most rockfall occurred in the warmer half of the year and no large rockfall occurred in winter. 607 

In addition, large follow-up rockfall events (> 5000 m3) occurred when weekly temperatures were 608 

warmer than average for that time of the year and occurred mostly in the (late) afternoon. Next to 609 

thermal stresses, this could also indicate that the melting of ice-filled joints (or decreasing of their 610 

resistance to stress) (Davies, Hamza and Harris, 2001) close to the surface plays a role. The depth 611 

at which temperature change is perceptible in bedrock after a week of unusually high 612 

temperature is likely to be no more than 1 m based on borehole data (PERMOS, 2016). Moreover, 613 

larger events within this destabilisation phase were also announced by small-scale rockfall within hours 614 

of the larger volume, similar to small magnitude rockfall events during hot summers (Figure 10 e). 615 

These rockfall events are typically associated to permafrost presence at shallow depths, triggered by 616 

active layer thickening (Ravanel, Magnin and Deline, 2017). Such type of rockfall had not been 617 

observed at Grosse Grabe before the rockfall event of 27 august 2019 (Figure 10 c), indicating that 618 

permafrost was not present at the sub-surface of the south-facing rock, confirming model results 619 
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(Boeckli et al., 2012; Magnin et al., 2017). However, permafrost presence was confirmed when 620 

rockfall exposed massive ice (Figure 9), which often occurs after failures in permafrost-affected rock 621 

(Gruber and Haeberli, 2007; Mamot et al., 2018; Kenner, Bühler, et al., 2019; Walter et al., 2019). 622 

According to numerical models of subsurface temperature fields in ridge topography (Noetzli et al., 623 

2007), this likely corresponds to the base of the permafrost developed at the north face, at the distance 624 

of 50 – 70 m. We exclude the possibility that this is seasonal ice, considering it is exposed at the time 625 

when we at least expect seasonal ice to persist (at the end of summer). Since the large cliff fall on 27 626 

August 2019 (Figure 10 c) permafrost has been exposed and prone to rapid degradation due to thermal 627 

adjustment and subsequent active layer thaw. This thermal adjustment, together with the 628 

redistribution of stress from preceding large rockfalls (Nishii and Matsuoka, 2012; Stock et al., 2012), 629 

leads to progressive failure of the rock face and the observed rapid sequence of events (Figure 10). 630 

The bounding ice quickly melted, not only at the surface but also at shallow depths in the clefts, quickly 631 

changing the strength of the rock mass and favouring the detachment of the next volume. This process 632 

did not occur in winter and ceased in September 2019, when cold weather conditions kept the exposed 633 

face frozen and thus dry. Large rockfall events are to be expected for the next years at Grosse Grabe 634 

North pillar, because of the dense fracturation of the rock face and the observed pre-failure 635 

displacement of up to 47 cm in zone 3 (Figure 6, 7). However, no change in geometry (i.e. cleft 636 

widening) has been observed in this zone. The displacement is characterised by a homogenous 637 

movement of the face along the dipping plane, suggesting a deep-seated gravitational deformation or 638 

sackung taking place.  639 

 640 

4.4. Observed rock wall erosion rates and their implication for future development 641 

High magnitude rockfall events, such as observed in this study, are highly relevant for shaping 642 

alpine landscapes (McColl and Draebing, 2019). Logically, observations of rock wall retreat made in a 643 

period of high rockfall activity tend to overestimate long-term rock wall erosion rates. Erosion rates 644 

based on a short term record should therefore be interpreted with care (Hartmeyer et al., 2020). 645 

Commonly, long-term rock wall retreat rates for alpine periglacial environments are around 1 mm a-1 646 

(Ballantyne, 2018; Matsuoka, 2019). Higher rates are reported in deglaciating cirques, with a rate of 647 

1.9 mm a-1  to 10.3 mm a-1 on short time scales (4-6 yrs) (Kenner et al., 2011; Hartmeyer et al., 2020). 648 

Even the most conservative rock wall retreat rate (71.2 ± 2.8 mm a-1 ) calculated for Grosse Grabe 649 

(assuming the rockfall events of 2017-2020 are the only major activity since 1990 for the entire extent 650 

of the monitored rock face (Figure 1)) is still very high compared to rock wall erosion rates of other 651 

studies. Hartmeyer et al. (2020) reported very high retreat rates (57.32 ± 0.67 mm a-1 ) for recently 652 

deglaciated areas along highly fractured weakness zones close to the glacial surface. Although the 653 
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monitored rock face in this study is not recently deglaciated, highly fractured lithology does play an 654 

important role in the observed high rock wall retreat rates. In addition, and as discussed in the previous 655 

section, we believe that the exposure of the base of the permafrost from the North side of the ridge 656 

triggered progressive failure of the rock wall and is responsible for the unusually high erosion rates. 657 

Although interpretation should be done with care, our results suggest that permafrost degradation in 658 

these specific settings has the potential to alter the rock wall retreat rate drastically on a short time 659 

scale. In the future, air temperatures are expected to increase in the European Alps (Gobiet et al., 660 

2014). Because of this, and the change in associated cryogenic and thermal stresses acting on rock 661 

walls, Draebing, Krautblatter, and Hoffmann (2017) expect a shift from cryogenic driven rockfall on 662 

north-exposed rock walls to thermally driven rockfall on south-facing rockwalls. If this occurs in narrow 663 

ridge topography in areas experiencing marginal permafrost, exposure of deep bedrock permafrost 664 

developed from the north side could lead to progressive failure of the rock wall, as observed in this 665 

study. Although rock wall erosion rates are expected to decrease at the elevation of our study site due 666 

to a shift of frost weathering to higher elevations (Draebing and Mayer 2021), they might first increase 667 

due to scenario’s similar to the one presented in this study. Moreover, the observed temporal 668 

clustering of the rockfall events has an important implication for hazard management, potentially 669 

endangering hikers making use of the hiking track in summer.  670 

5. Conclusion 671 

This research presents a detailed temporal and spatial record of the processes and events 672 

before, during and after consecutive large rock- and cliff falls that occurred at a rock face at Grosse 673 

Grabe in Mattertal (Western Swiss Alps) in 2019 and 2020. This rockfall record proved to be highly 674 

valuable to gain insight in the preconditioning, preparatory and triggering factors involved, of use for 675 

understanding similar rockfall happening elsewhere in the European Alps. We also show the potential 676 

of combining multiple close-range remote sensing data for the detection of rockfall in high 677 

mountain environments, where challenging field conditions do not allow in-situ measurements. 678 

The integration of both high resolution topography datasets derived from TLS and UAV with seismic 679 

observations resulted in a detailed overview of the exact timing and estimated volumes of all individual 680 

rockfall events, as validated by the automatic camera.  681 

The initial cause of the large consecutive rock- and cliff falls (103 - 106 m3) that occurred in the 682 

summers of 2019 and 2020 are considered to be of geological nature with a pre-existing mesh of 683 

discontinuities (mostly tectonic clefts and schistosity bedding). The south exposure makes this densely 684 

fractured rock wall vulnerable for thermally induced failure mechanism on different timescales, 685 

highlighted by the increased irreversible displacement observed in summer, the occurrence of rockfall 686 

mostly in the second half of summer and in the (late) afternoon. The observed outward displacement 687 
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of the rock face prior to any rockfall suggest a toppling failure mechanism related to sub-vertical 688 

fractures in the rock wall. A change in deformation geometry was observed 1.5 years before any 689 

significant collapse, with an increase in the outward displacement at the top of the rock face. The 690 

deformation was probably affecting frozen rock as well, indicating that permafrost degradation is a 691 

potential preparatory factor. A large rockfall event at the end of August in 2019 exposed deep bedrock 692 

permafrost, believed to be the base of the permafrost developed from the north side of the ridge, 693 

triggering progressive failure of the rock wall due to thermal adjustment. This process quickly melted 694 

the exposed and the subsurface ice and together with the unloading caused large rock- and cliff fall 695 

events to occur in a short succession in the summer of 2019 and 2020. These events were often 696 

preluded by precursory small-scale rockfall, believed to be triggered by active layer thickening, hours 697 

before the larger volume detached. All rockfall activity ceased in the winter season when the process 698 

of thermal adjustment is stalled due to colder temperatures. All site specific conditions, such as the 699 

dense fracturation, the southerly aspect, the gentle dipping of the schistosity bedding and the large 700 

cliff falls exposing deep bedrock permafrost, lead locally to very high rock wall erosion rates.  701 
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